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Abstract
Let L be a Lagrangian submanifold of a pseudo- or para-Ka¨hler manifold which is H-minimal, i.e. a critical
point of the volume functional restricted to Hamiltonian variations. We derive the second variation of the
volume of L with respect to Hamiltonian variations. We apply this formula to several cases. In particular
we observe that a minimal Lagrangian submanifold L in a Ricci-flat pseudo- or para-Ka¨hler manifold
is H-stable, i.e. its second variation is definite and L is in particular a local extremizer of the volume
with respect to Hamiltonian variations. We also give a stability criterion for spacelike minimal Lagrangian
submanifolds in para-Ka¨hler manifolds, similar to Oh’s stability criterion for minimal Lagrangian manifolds
in Ka¨hler-Einstein manifolds (cf [Oh1]). Finally, we determine the H-stability of a series of examples of
H-minimal Lagrangian submanifolds: the product S1(r1) × ... × S
1(rn) of n circles of arbitrary radii in
complex space Cn is H-unstable with respect to any indefinite flat Hermitian metric, while the product
H1(r1) × ... × H
1(rn) of n hyperbolas in para-complex vector space D
n is H-stable for n = 1, 2 and H-
unstable for n ≥ 3. Recently, minimal Lagrangian surfaces in the space of geodesics of space forms have
been characterized ([An3], see also [Ge]); on the other hand, a class of H-minimal Lagrangian surfaces
in the tangent bundle of a Riemannian, oriented surface has been identified in [AGR]. We discuss the
H-stability of all these examples.
2000 MSC: 53D12, 49Q05, 53A07
Introduction
A submanifold of a pseudo-Riemannian manifold (M, g) is said to be minimal if it is a critical
point of the volume functional associated to g. The first variation formula characterizes a minimal
submanifold by the vanishing of the trace of its second fundamental form, the mean curvature
vector. Minimality is therefore the first order condition for a submanifold to be volume-extremizing
in its homology class. In [Si], the second order condition to be satisfied by a volume-extremizing
submanifold has been derived in the Riemannian case (see [An2] for the generalization in the
pseudo-Riemannian setting). Those minimal submanifolds satisfying this condition (hence local
extremizers of the volume) are called stable minimal submanifolds.
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When the ambient manifoldM is in addition symplectic, it is interesting to look at those subman-
ifolds on which the symplectic form vanish, namely, Lagrangian submanifolds. It was discovered
in [HL1] that minimal Lagrangian submanifolds of a Ricci-flat Ka¨hler manifold (usually called
Calabi-Yau manifolds) have the striking property of being calibrated. A classical argument using
Stokes theorem shows that calibrated submanifolds are volume-extremizing, and therefore auto-
matically stable. On the other hand, since the Lagrangian class is closed under the action of
Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms, it is natural to pose the problem of extremizing the volume of a
Lagrangian submanifold in its Hamiltonian isotopy class. A Lagrangian submanifold is said to be
H-minimal (or H-stationary) if is a critical point of the volume functional with respect to such
Hamiltonian variations. A H-minimal Lagrangian submanifold is characterized by the fact that its
mean curvature vector is divergence-free. A H-minimal Lagrangian submanifold will be said to be
H-stable if the second variation of the volume functional, with respect to Hamiltonian variations
again, is a definite quadratic form.
In [Oh1] and [Oh2], the second variation formula of a H-minimal Lagrangian submanifold has been
derived in the case of a Ka¨hler manifold. In the special case in which (i) the submanifold L is
not only H-minimal but minimal and (ii) the ambient manifold M is Ka¨hler-Einstein, the second
variation operator depends only on the induced metric on L and it is easy to prove that the L is
H-stable if and only if the first eigenvalue of the Laplacian of the induced metric on L is larger than
the scalar curvature ofM divided by its dimension ([Oh1]). This stability criterion allowed several
classification results: for example, the Clifford torus is the unique H-stable minimal Lagrangian
torus in complex projective plane CP2 ([Ha],[Ur1]), and the unique H-stable compact minimal
orientable Lagrangian surface of CP2 with genus less or equal to 4 ([Ur2]). There are also some
results about minimal Lagrangian submanifolds in the space L(Sn) of geodesics of the unit sphere
Sn ([Pa]). On the other hand, it follows from the second variation formula that the product of
r1S
1× ...× rnS
1 of n circles of arbitrary radii in complex Euclidean space Cn, which is H-minimal
but not minimal, is H-stable ([Oh2]). This leads to the so-called Oh’s conjecture, which states
that the product of r1S
1× ...× rnS
1 is a global minimizer of the volume in its Hamiltonian isotopy
class. In spite of some partial answers ([An1]), the question is still open.
There are two natural extensions of Ka¨hler geometry to the pseudo-Riemannian setting: a pseudo-
Ka¨hler structure (J, g) on a manifoldM is defined by the same axioms than a classical Ka¨hler one,
dropping the requirement that the metric g is definite. The fact that J is an isometry implies that
the signature of g must be even. Moreover, if the signature of g is (2p, 2(n−p)), the signature of the
induced metric on a Lagrangian submanifold, if non degenerate, must be (p, n− p). On the other
hand, a para-Ka¨hler structure is a pair (J, g), with the same properties than a Ka¨hler one, except
that J is para-complex rather than complex, i.e. we have J2 = Id, and that the compatibility of
g with respect to J becomes g(J., J.) = −g(., .). The latter equation implies that the signature
of g is neutral, but places no restriction on the induced metric of a non-degenerate Lagrangian
submanifold. The simplest example of para-Ka¨hler manifold is the Cartesian n-product Dn of the
set of para-complex (or split-complex, or double) numbers D, (see Section 1 for a precise definition
of pseudo- and para-Ka¨hler structures, as well as a description of Dn).
Recently there have been growing interest about submanifold theory in the pseudo-Riemannian
setting. In [Me] (cf also [HL2]), the concept of calibration is extended to the realm of pseudo-
Riemannian geometry. In [Dg] (cf also [An3]), the study of minimal Lagrangian submanifolds
in complex space Cn endowed with a flat pseudo-Hermitian form is addressed. It also has been
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observed that the spaces of geodesics of space forms enjoy natural pseudo- or para-Ka¨hler structures
(cf [GG1], [AGK], [An4]).
The purpose of this paper is the study of the Hamiltonian stability of H-minimal Lagrangian
submanifolds in pseudo- and para-Ka¨hler manifolds. In particular, we calculate the second variation
of volume with respect to Hamiltonian variations:
Main Theorem: Let (M, J, g) be a pseudo- or para-Ka¨hler 2n-dimensional manifold with Ricci
curvature tensor Ric. Let L be a H-minimal Lagrangian submanifold of M with mean curvature
vector ~H and second fundamental form h. Denote respectively by ∆ and ∇ the Laplacian and
the gradient of the induced metric on L. Then, given u ∈ C∞c (L) a smooth, compactly supported
real function on L and X = J∇u the corresponding Hamiltonian vector field, the second variation
formula δ2V(L)(X) of the volume of L with respect to X is given by:
δ2V(L)(X) =
∫
L
ǫ
(
(∆u)2 −Ric(∇u,∇u)− 2g(n ~H, h(∇u,∇u))
)
+ g(n ~H, J∇u)2,
where ǫ = 1 in the Ka¨hler case and ǫ = −1 in the para-Ka¨hler one (here and in the following, all
the integrals are meant with respect to the volume element induced by the metric).
We observe that our notation differs from that of [Oh2], since we describe Hamiltonian variations
via test functions, instead of using exact 1-forms as in [Oh2]. Of course both viewpoints are
equivalent and so in the Ka¨hler case we recover Oh’s main result. A first, immediate consequence
of this formula is obtained when the last three terms of this formula vanish:
Corollary 1 Let (M, J, g) be a Ricci-flat pseudo-or para-Ka¨hler manifold and let L be a minimal
Lagrangian submanifold of M. Then δ2V(L)(X) = ǫ
∫
L
(∆u)2, which implies:
– in the pseudo-Ka¨hler case, L is a local minimizer of the volume in its Hamiltonian isotopy
class;
– in the para-Ka¨hler case, L is a local maximizer of the volume in its Hamiltonian isotopy
class.
It has been proved in [Me] (see also [HL2]) in the para-Ka¨hler case, and in [An3] in the pseudo-
Ka¨hler case, that minimal Lagrangian submanifolds of a Ricci-flat manifold enjoy a kind of ”La-
grangian calibration” and are therefore extremizers of the volume in their Lagrangian isotopy class.
Hence Corollary 1 may be regarded as the local version of the results of [Me] and [An3].
We also get a result similar to Oh’s Stability criterion for compact, minimal Lagrangian submani-
folds with definite induced metric in a para-Ka¨hler Einstein manifold:
Theorem 1 Let (M, J, g) be a para-Ka¨hler Einstein manifold of dimension 2n with scalar cur-
vature 2nc and L be a compact, minimal, Lagrangian submanifold of M whose induced metric is
definite. Then L is a local maximizer of the volume in its Hamiltonian isotopy class if and only if
the first eigenvalue of the Laplacian of the induced metric on L satisfies λ1 ≥ c.
Next, we turn our attention to two natural examples of H-minimal Lagrangian submanifolds which
are not minimal. It turns out that the homogeneous tori of complex space Cn, though still H-
minimal when the ambient metric is indefinite, are no longer H-stable. Hence there is no counter-
part of Oh’s conjecture in the indefinite case:
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Theorem 2 Let Tnr1,...,rn := S
1(r1) × ... × S
1(rn) be the product of n circles of arbitrary radii
r1, ..., rn in complex space C
n equipped with the pseudo-Ka¨hler structure given by the Hermitian
form
〈〈., .〉〉p := −
p∑
j=1
dzjdz¯j +
n∑
j=p+1
dzjdz¯j .
Then Tnr1,...,rn is Lagrangian and H-minimal. Moreover, if p 6= 0, n, it is H-unstable.
It seems reasonable to expect that Hamiltonian instability is shared by all non-minimal Lagrangian
submanifolds, at least in the flat case:
Conjecture 1 Let L be a H-minimal, non minimal, Lagrangian submanifold in complex space Cn
equipped with the pseudo-Ka¨hler structure given by the Hermitian form 〈〈., .〉〉p, with p 6= 0, n. Then
L is H-unstable.
The situation of the para-Ka¨hler equivalent of the tori Tnr1,...,rn, namely the product of hyperbolas
in Dn, is different and somewhat surprising since here the H-stability depend on their dimension,
and not on their induced metric:
Theorem 3 Denote by H1+(r) := {(x, y) ∈ D|x
2 − y2 = r2, x > 0} and H1−(r) := {(x, y) ∈
D|x2 − y2 = −r2, y > 0} the hyperbolas of ”radius” r of the set of para-complex numbers. Let
Hnr1,...,rn := H
1
±(r1) × ... × H
1
±(rn) the product of n hyperbolas of arbitrary signature and radii
r1, ..., rn in para-complex space D
n equipped with its canonical para-Ka¨hler structure (see Section
1). Then Hnr1,...,rn is Lagrangian and H-minimal. Morever, the curves H
1
±(r) and the surfaces
H2r1,r2 are H-stable, while H
n
r1,...,rn, n ≥ 3, is H-unstable.
Finally, we compute the stability of some Lagrangian surfaces in two examples of non-flat pseudo-
or para-Ka¨hler manifolds. First, it has been recently discovered ([Sa],[GG1],[AGK]) that the spaces
of L+(S3p) and L
−(S3p) positive and negative geodesics of 3-dimensional space form S
3
p enjoy two
natural pseudo- or para-Ka¨hler structure (J,G) and (J′,G′) which share the same symplectic form
ω = ǫG(J., .) = ǫ′G′(J′., .). It has been proved in [An4] that G is Einstein and that G′ is scalar flat,
and that Lagrangian surfaces of L±(S3p) arise as normal congruences (or Gauss maps) of surfaces
of S3p. Moreover, the normal congruence of a tube over a geodesic of S
3
p is minimal with respect to
both metrics G and G′. The next result discusses the H-stability of such surfaces:
Theorem 4 Let S¯ ⊂ L±(S3p) be the normal congruence of a the tube over a geodesic γ of S
3
p.
Then:
- S¯ is H-stable with respect to G if and only if p = 2, i.e. S32 is the anti-de Sitter space and γ
is an unbounded geodesic;
- S¯ is H-stable with respect to G′ if and only if γ is a closed geodesic (this implies that p = 0
or 2, i.e. S3p is the Riemannian sphere or the anti-de Sitter space).
The last situation we study it the case of the tangent bundle TN of a oriented, Riemannian
surface (N , g0). In [GK], it has been proved that TN enjoys a natural pseudo-Ka¨hler structure
(J,G). Moreover, it is observed in [AGR] that given a regular curve γ of N , the set of tangent
vectors to N which are normal to γ (thus a surface in TN ) is Lagrangian and H-minimal (these
surfaces are called normal bundles in [AGR]).
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Theorem 5 Let (N , g0) be a Riemannian surface with Gaussian curvature K, γ a regular curve
of N with geodesic curvature κ and L its normal bundle.
- If κ2 ≤ −2K along γ (this is for example the case if γ is a geodesic of a surface N with
negative curvature), then L is H-stable;
- If γ is closed and supγ(κ
2 + 2K) ≤ 16π
2
L2 , where L is the length of γ, then L is H-stable;
- If γ is unbounded and κ2 > −2K along γ (this is for example the case any curve of a surface
with non-negative curvature), then L is H-unstable.
Acknowledgements. The authors would like to thank G. Siciliano for his helpful comments
about the proof of Theorems 3 and 5.
1 Preliminaries
1.1 The space Dn
The set of para-complex (or split-complex, or double) numbers is the two-dimensional real vector
space R2 endowed with the commutative algebra structure whose product rule is given by
(x, y).(x′, y′) = (xx′ + yy′, xy′ + x′y).
The number (0, 1), whose square is (1, 0) and not (−1, 0), will be denoted by τ. It is convenient
to use the following notation: (x, y) ≃ z = x + τy. In particular, one has the same conjugation
operator than in C:
x+ τy = x− τy,
whose corresponding square norm is
|z|2 := z.z¯ = x2 − y2.
In other words, the metric associated to |.|2 is the Minkowski metric dx2 − dy2.
We define the ”para-Cauchy-Riemann” operators on D by
∂
∂z
:=
1
2
(
∂
∂x
+ τ
∂
∂y
)
∂
∂z¯
:=
1
2
(
∂
∂x
− τ
∂
∂y
)
.
A map f defined on a domain of D is said to be para-holomorphic if it satisfies ∂f∂z¯ = 0. Observe
that this is a hyperbolic equation, so a para-holomorphic map needs not to be analytic, and may
be merely continuously differentiable.
On the Cartesian n-product Dn with para-complex coordinates (z1, ..., zn), we define the canonical
para-Ka¨hler structure (J∗, 〈., .〉∗) on D
n by
J∗(z1, ..., zn) := (τz1, ..., τzn)
〈., .〉∗ :=
n∑
j=1
dzjdz¯j =
n∑
j=1
dx2j − dy
2
j .
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We also introduce the ”para-Hermitian” form:
〈〈., .〉〉∗ :=
n∑
j=1
dzj ⊗ dz¯j =
n∑
j=1
dx2j − dy
2
j − τ
n∑
j=1
dxj ∧ dyj .
In other words we recover 〈., .〉∗ by taking the real part of 〈〈., .〉〉∗, while its imaginary part is minus
the associated symplectic form ω := 〈J∗., .〉∗.
1.2 Pseudo- and para-Ka¨hler manifolds
Let M be a 2n-dimensional smooth manifold. An almost complex (resp. almost para-complex)
structure J is a (1, 1)-tensor such that J2 = −Id (resp. J2 = Id). In the almost para-complex case
we furthermore require that the two eigen-distributions Ker(J ± Id) have the same rank1. Since
we shall always deal simultaneously with the two cases, we set ǫ equal to 1 in the complex case
and −1 in the para-complex case, so that we have J2 = −ǫId. Next we introduce the Nijenhuis
tensor:
NJ(X,Y ) := [X,Y ]− ǫ([JX, JY ]− J [JX, Y ]− J [X, JY ]).
The tensor NJ vanishes if and only if J is actually a complex (resp. para-complex structure),
i.e. there exists an atlas on M whose transition maps are local bi-holomorphic (resp. bi-para-
holomorphic) diffeomorphisms of Cn (resp. Dn)2. A pseudo-Riemannian metric g is said to be
compatible with J if
g(J., J.) = ǫg.
A pair (J, g), where J is pseudo- or para-complex structure, and g is a compatible pseudo-
Riemannian metric, is said to be a Ka¨hler structure onM if the alternated 2-from ω := ǫg(J., .) is
symplectic, i.e. dω = 0. One may roughly summarize this by saying that pseudo- or para-Ka¨hler
geometry is the intersection of complex (or para-complex), pseudo-Riemannian and symplectic
geometries.
1.3 Volume minimization with respect to Hamiltonian variations
Definition 1 Let (M, ω) a 2n-dimensional symplectic manifold.
– A submanifold L of M is said to be Lagrangian if it has dimension n and if the symplectic
form ω vanishes on it.
– A vector field X on M is said to be Hamiltonian if the 1-form Xyω is exact.
The relevance of Hamiltonian vector fields in the study of Lagrangian submanifolds is explained in
the following proposition:
Proposition 1 Let X be a Hamiltonian vector field on M. Then the Lie derivative of ω along X
vanishes, and therefore if L is Lagrangian, so does expt(X)(L).
1In the almost complex case, the two eigen-distributions Ker(J ± iId) of TM⊗ C have always the same rank.
2Observe that in the complex case, this is due to quite a hard result of Newlander and Nirenberg (see [NN]),
while in the para-complex case it is a simple consequence of Frobenius theorem.
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Proposition 2 (M, J, g) be a pseudo- or para-Ka¨hler manifold, L a non-degenerate Lagrangian
submanifold and X a compactly supported Hamiltonian vector field whose restriction to L is normal
to L. Then there exists u ∈ C∞c (L) such that X |L = J∇u, where ∇ denotes the gradient operator
on L with respect to the induced metric.
We recall that the first variation formula states that
δV(L)(X) :=
d
dt
V(expt(X)(L))
∣∣∣∣
t=0
= −
∫
L
g(n ~H,X)dv.
(see the next section for the definition of the mean curvature ~H).
Corollary 2 Let (M, J, g) be a pseudo- or para-Ka¨hler manifold. Then a Lagrangian non-degenerate
submanifold L is H-minimal, i.e. a critical point of the volume restricted to Hamiltonian variations,
if and only if its mean curvature vector ~H satisfies the equation
div(nJ ~H) = 0,
where div denotes the divergence operator on L with respect to the induced metric.
Definition 2 Let (M, J, g) be a pseudo- or para-Ka¨hler manifold. A H-minimal Lagrangian
submanifold L is said to be H-stable if the quadratic form restricted to Hamiltonian variations
δ2V(L)(X) := d
2
dt2V(expt(X)(L))
∣∣∣
t=0
is definite.
1.4 The second fundamental form of a Lagrangian submanifold
We recall briefly the definition of the second fundamental form of a submanifold L of (M, J, g) with
non degenerate induced metric. At a point x ∈ L ⊂M, we have the splitting TxM = TxL⊕NxL
and for X ∈ TxM, we write X = X⊤ +X⊥ accordingly. We recall that the second fundamental
form of L is defined by h(X,Y ) = (∇XY )
⊥, where ∇ denotes the Levi-Civita connection of g, and
its shape operator by ANX = −(∇XN)⊤, where ∇⊥ is the connection of the normal bundle NL.
These two tensors carry actually the same information (the extrinsic geometry of L) since they
are related by the formula g(h(X,Y ), N) = g(ANX,Y ). The mean curvature ~H of L is the normal
vector field obtained by tracing the second fundamental form h with respect to the induced metric
g.
If L is in addition Lagrangian, the formula ω = ǫg(J., .) implies the J is an isometry (or anti-
isometry) of the tangent bundle TL of L onto its normal bundle NL. This fact implies the following
symmetry property:
Lemma 1 ([An2], [An4]) Let L be a non-degenerate, Lagrangian submanifold of a pseudo-Ka¨hler
or para-Ka¨hler manifold (M, J, g). Then the map
g(h(X,Y ), JZ) = g(AJZX,Y )
is tri-symmetric, i.e.
g(h(X,Y ), JZ) = g(h(Y,X), JZ) = g(h(X,Z), JY ).
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2 The second variation formula under Hamiltonian varia-
tions (Proof of the Main Theorem)
We start from the evolution equation satisfied by the volume density dv associated to the induced
metric
d
dt
(dv) = −g(n ~H,X)dv,
which, in particular, implies the well-known first variation formula
d
dt
V(expt(X)(L)) = −
∫
expt(X)(L)
g(n ~H,X)dv. (1)
Differentiating Equation 1 at t = 0 yields
δ2V(L)(X) = −
∫
L
d
dt
(
g(n ~H,X)
)∣∣∣
t=0
dv +
∫
L
g(n ~H,X)2dv. (2)
Letting (e1, ..., en) be a frame which is orthonormal at t = 0, we set gij := g(ei, ej) and g
ij to be
the coefficients of the inverse matrix of [gij ]1≤i,j≤n. Using the Einstein sum convention, we have
d
dt
g(n ~H,X) =
d
dt
(
gijg(h(ei, ej), X)
)
=
dgij
dt
g(h(ei, ej), X) + g
ijg
(
d
dt
h(ei, ej), X
)
+ gijg
(
h(ei, ej),
dX
dt
)
=
dgij
dt
g(h(ei, ej), X) + g
ijg
(
d
dt
h(ei, ej), X
)
+ g
(
n ~H,
dX
dt
)
. (3)
We deal with the first two terms of Equation 3 in the following Lemma:
Lemma 2 We have:
dgij
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
g(h(ei, ej), X)+g
ijg
(
d
dt
h(ei, ej)
∣∣∣∣
t=0
, X
)
= −g(∇⊥X,∇⊥X)−g(R⊥X,X)+g(AX , AX)+∆f,
where f := 12g(X,X).
Proof. The proof is elementary and can be found in [An2] (Proof of Theorem 5, Chapter 1)3 or in
[Xi]).
The third term of Equation 3 does not vanish since L is not minimal, nor the vector field dXdt is
Hamiltonian a priori:
Lemma 3 We have: ∫
L
g
(
n ~H,
dX
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
)
= ǫ
∫
L
g(n ~H, h(∇u,∇u)).
3The Reader is warned that although it is assumed in [An2] that ~H vanishes, this assumption is not used in the
computation of the formula, which is therefore still valid here.
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Proof. Since the vector field X(., t) is Hamiltonian ∀t, there exists t0 > 0 and u¯(x, t) ∈ C∞c (L ×
(−t0, t0)) such that u¯(., 0) = u and X(., t) = J∇u¯(., t). If follows that
dX
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
=
d
dt
gij(ei(u¯)Jej)
∣∣∣
t=0
=
dgij
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
ei(u)Jej + ǫi
dei(u¯)
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
Jei + ǫiei(u)
d
dt
Jei|t=0.
Taking into account the fact that dg
ij
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
= 2ǫiǫjg(h(ei, ej), X) (cf Lemma 4, p. 24, [An2]) and
the tri-symmetry of the curvature tensor g(h(., .), J.) (Lemma 1), we first calculate
dgij
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
ei(u)Jej = 2ǫiǫjg(h(ei, ej), J∇u)ei(u)Jej
= 2ǫiǫjǫkg(h(ei, ej), Jek)ek(u)ei(u)Jej
= 2ǫiǫjǫkg(h(ei, ek), Jej)ek(u)ei(u)Jej
= 2ǫjg(h(∇u,∇u), Jej)Jej
= 2ǫh(∇u,∇u).
On the other hand, using the fact that [X, ei] = 0 at t = 0, we get
ǫiei(u)
d
dt
Jei
∣∣∣
t=0
= ǫiei(u)∇XJei
= ǫiei(u)J∇
⊥
eiX
= −ǫiei(u)JAXei
= −JAX∇u,
so that, using again Lemma 1:
g
(
n ~H, ǫiei(u)
d
dt
Jei
∣∣∣
t=0
)
= −g
(
n ~H, JAJ∇u∇u
)
= g(Jn ~H,AJ∇u∇u)
= g(h(Jn ~H,∇u), J∇u)
= g(h(∇u,∇u), J(Jn ~H))
= −ǫg(h(∇u,∇u), n ~H)).
We conclude, taking into account that the vector field J∇
(
∂u¯
∂t
∣∣
t=0
)
is Hamiltonian,∫
L
g
(
n ~H,
dX
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
)
=
∫
L
g
(
n ~H,
dgij
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
ei(u)Jej + ǫi
dei(u¯)
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
Jei + ǫiei(u)
d
dt
Jei|t=0
)
=
∫
L
2ǫg
(
n ~H, h(∇u,∇u)
)
+ g
(
n ~H, J∇
(
∂u¯
∂t
∣∣∣
t=0
))
− ǫg(h(∇u,∇u), n ~H))
= ǫ
∫
L
g(n ~H, h(∇u,∇u)),
which is the claimed formula.
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Using Lemmas 2, 3 and Equation 3, the second variation formula (Equation 2) becomes
δ2V(L) =
∫
L
g(∇⊥X,∇⊥X) + g(R⊥X,X)− g(AX , AX)− ǫg(h(∇u,∇u), n ~H) + g(n ~H,X)
2. (4)
The next Lemma relates two terms of the above expression to the Ricci tensors of M and L:
Lemma 4 Let V be a tangent vector to L, then the following formula holds:
g(R⊥JV, JV )− g(AJV , AJV ) = ǫ
(
−RicM(V, V ) +RicL(V, V )− g(n ~H, h(V, V ))
)
where RicM denotes the Ricci tensor of (M, g) and RicL denotes the Ricci tensor of L endowed
with the induced metric.
Proof: Observe first that
g(AJV , AJV ) =
n∑
i,j=1
ǫiǫjg(AJV ei, ej)
=
n∑
i,j=1
ǫiǫjg(h(ei, ej), JV )
=
n∑
i,j=1
ǫiǫjg(h(V, ei), Jej)
= ǫ
n∑
i,j=1
ǫi(ǫǫj)g(h(V, ei), Jej)
= ǫ
n∑
i=1
g(h(V, ei), h(V, ei)).
We conclude, using Gauss equation for immersions and the fact that RicM(J., J.) = ǫRicM(., .),
g(R⊥JV, JV ) =
n∑
i=1
ǫig(R
M(JV, ei)JV, ei)
= RicM (JV, JV )−
n∑
i=1
ǫǫig(R
M(JV, Jei)JV, Jei)
= ǫRicM(V, V )−
n∑
i=1
ǫǫig(R
M(V, ei)V, ei)
= ǫRicM(V, V )−
n∑
i=1
ǫǫi
(
g(RL(V, ei)V, ei)− g(h(ei, ei), h(V, V )) + g(h(V, ei), h(V, ei))
)
= ǫRicM(V, V )− ǫRicL(V, V )− ǫg(n ~H, h(V, V )) + g(AJV , AJV ).
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We observe now that g(∇⊥J∇u,∇⊥J∇u) = ǫg(∇2u,∇2u), where the Hessian operator ∇2u is
defined by ∇2u(X,Y ) = g(∇X∇u, Y ) = g(∇Y∇u,X). Using Lemma 4, Equation 4, we get
δ2V(L)(J∇u) =
∫
L
ǫ
(
g(∇2u,∇2u)−RicM(∇u,∇u)+RicL(∇u,∇u)−2g(n ~H, h(∇u,∇u))
)
+g(n ~H, J∇u)2.
(5)
The next step consists of extending a formula due to Reilly (see [Re]) to the pseudo-Riemannian
setting:
Lemma 5 Let (L, g) be a pseudo-Riemannian manifold with Ricci tensor RicL and u a smooth,
compactly supported function on L. Then∫
L
(∆u)2 − g(∇2u,∇2u) =
∫
L
RicL(∇u,∇u).
Proof. The proof is based on the generalization of Bochner’s formula to the pseudo-Riemannian
setting whose proof is postponed to the Appendix of this paper:
1
2
∆(g(∇u,∇u)) = RicL(∇u,∇u) + g(∇u,∇(∆u)) + g(∇2u,∇2u).
Integrating this equation over L yields
0 =
∫
L
1
2
∆(g(∇u,∇u)) =
∫
L
RicL(∇u,∇u) + g(∇u,∇(∆u)) + g(∇u2,∇u2)
=
∫
L
RicL(∇u,∇u)− (∆u)2 + g(∇u2,∇u2).
We are now in position to complete the proof of the Main theorem: applying Lemma 5 to Equation
5 gives
δ2V(L)(X) =
∫
L
ǫ
(
(∆u)2 −RicL(∇u,∇u)− 2g(n ~H, h(∇u,∇u))
)
+ g(n ~H, J∇u)2,
the required formula.
3 Applications
3.1 Minimal Lagrangian submanifolds in para-Ka¨hler-Einstein mani-
folds (Proof of Theorem 1)
In this section we assume that the Lagrangian submanifold L is not only H-minimal but also
minimal and that (M, g) is Einstein, i.e. there exists a real function c such that RicM = cg. It
is well known that c must be constant and that the scalar curvature of (M, g) is 2nc. Then the
second variation formula of the volume of L with respect Hamiltonian variations becomes:
δ2V(L)(J∇u) = ǫ
∫
L
(∆u)2 −RicM(∇u,∇u)
= ǫ
∫
L
(∆u)2 − cg(∇u,∇u)
= ǫ
∫
L
(∆u)2 + cu∆u.
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Observe that this formula depends only on the induced metric on L.
If we assume furthermore that L is compact and that its induced metric is definite, we may use
the spectral properties of the Laplacian −∆ of a Riemannian metric: it is well known that −∆
is an elliptic operator and that the space L2(L) of square integrable real functions of L enjoys a
Hilbertian basis (φi)i∈N satisfying −∆φi = λiφi, where (λi)i∈N is an increasing sequence of strictly
positive numbers tending to infinity. Hence, given u =
∑
i∈N aiφi ∈ C
∞
c (L) ⊂ L
2(L), we have
−∆u =
∑
i∈N λiaiφi. If follows that
δ2V(L)(J∇u) = ǫ
(
〈∆u,∆u〉L2(L) + c〈u,∆u〉L2(L)
)
= ǫ
(∑
i∈N
λ2i a
2
i − c
∑
i∈N
λia
2
i
)
= ǫ
∑
i∈N
a2iλi(λi − c).
Therefore, if λ1 ≥ c, the second variation δ2V(L)(J∇u) has the sign of ǫ and L is H-stable.
Conversely, if λ1 < c, it easy to see that
ǫδ2V(L)(J∇φ1) = λ1(λ1 − c) < 0,
while, since limi→∞ λi =∞, there exists i0 such that
ǫδ2V(L)(J∇φi0 ) = λi0(λi0 − c) > 0.
Hence L is H-unstable.
In the para-Ka¨hler case, we get Theorem 1. On the other hand, if (M, J, g) is pseudo-Ka¨hler with
signature (2n, 2(n − p)), the induced metric on L has signature (n, n − p). Hence the discussion
above applies only in the Ka¨hler case. We therefore recover exactly Oh’s stability criterion:
Stability Criterion ([Oh1]): Let (M, J, g) be an Einstein-Ka¨hler manifold with with scalar
curvature 2nc and L is a compact, minimal, Lagrangian submanifold of M. Let λ1 be the first
eigenvalue of the Laplacian. Then L is H-stable if and only if λ1 > c.
3.2 Tori Tnr1,...,rn are H-unstable (proof of Theorem 2)
We endow the complex vector space Cn with the Hermitian form
〈〈., .〉〉p :=
n∑
j=1
ǫjdzj ⊗ dz¯j = 〈., .〉p − iωp,
where ǫj = ±1. A parametrization of the torus T
n
r1,...,rn := S
1(r1)× ...× S
1(rn) ⊂ C
n is
f : R/2πr1Z × ...× R/2πrnZ → C
n
(s1, ..., sn) 7→ (r1 exp(is1/r1), ..., rn exp(isn/rn)).
The first derivatives of f are
fsj = i exp(isj/rj)ej ,
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where (e1, ..., en) is the canonical Hermitian basis of C
n. It is straightforward to check that f is
Lagrangian with respect to ωp and that the induced metric f
∗〈., .〉2p takes the form
∑n
j=1 ǫjds
2
j .
In particular it is non-degenerate and flat.
Moreover, setting
Nj := Jfsj = − exp(isj/rj)ej ,
we have
hjkl := 〈fsjsk , Nl〉2p =
ǫjδjkδkl
rj
.
Therefore
〈n ~H,Nj〉2p =
n∑
k=1
ǫkhjkk =
1
rj
and
n ~H =
n∑
j=1
ǫj
rj
Nj .
In particular, div(nJ ~H) vanishes, i.e. f is H-minimal.
On the other hand, letting u be a smooth map on Tnr1,...,rn, we have ∇u =
∑n
j=1 ǫjusj∂sj , so
J∇u = −
∑n
j=1 ǫjusjNj . It follows that
〈n ~H, J∇u〉2p = −
n∑
j=1
usj
rj
and
〈h(∇u,∇u), n ~H〉2p =
n∑
j=1
u2sj 〈h(∂sj , ∂sj ), 2
~H〉2p
=
n∑
j=1
u2sj
hjjj
rj
=
n∑
j=1
u2sj
u2sj
r2j
.
Finally, applying the Main Theorem,
δ2V(Tnr1,...,rn)(J∇u) =
∫
R/2πr1Z×...×R/2πrnZ



 n∑
j=1
ǫjusjsj


2
− 2
n∑
j=1
u2sj
r2j
+

 n∑
j=1
ǫj
usj
rj


2

 ds1...dsn
=
∫
R/2πr1Z×...×R/2πrnZ



 n∑
j=1
ǫjusjsj


2
−
n∑
j=1
u2sj
r2j
+ 2
∑
j<k
ǫjǫk
usjusk
rjrk

 ds1...dsn.
From this expression, it is easy to check that the second variation is indefinite, exhibiting both
positive and negative directions:
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• On the one hand, taking u(s1, ..., sn) = cos(ks1/r1), where k is an arbitrary integer, we get
δV2(Tnr1,...,r2)(J∇u) = (
n∏
j=2
2πrj)
(
k4
r41
∫ 2πr1
0
(cos(ks1/r1))
2ds1 −
k2
r41
∫ 2πr1
0
(sin(ks1/r1))
2ds1
)
= (
n∏
j=2
2πrj)
π(k4 − k2)
r31
which is strictly positive if k > 1.
• On the other hand, since p 6= 0, n, there exists both positive and negative vectors in the
canonical basis (e1, ..., en). Assume, without loss of generality, that ǫ1 = 1 and ǫ2 = −1.
Consider first the case r1r2 ∈ Q; we shall use the fact that the wave equation us1s1 −us2s2 = 0
admits globally defined solutions: given a 2π-periodic, non constant map F , and two integers
a and b satisfying ab =
r1
r2
, we set u(s1, ..., sn) := F (
as1
r1
− bs2r2 ). We then get
n∑
j=1
ǫjusjsj = us1s1 − us2s2 =
(
a2
r21
−
b2
r22
)
F ′′ = 0
and
−
n∑
j=1
u2sj
r2j
+ 2
∑
j<k
ǫjǫk
usjusk
rjrk
= −
(
us1
r1
+
us2
r2
)2
= −
(
a
r21
+
b
r22
)2
(F ′)2.
Hence
δ2V(Tnr1,...,r2)(J∇u) = −
n∏
j=3
(2πrj)
(
a
r21
+
b
r22
)2 ∫
R/2πr1Z×R/2πr2
(F ′)2ds1ds2 < 0.
To conclude, observe we have proved H-instability of Tnr1,...,rn for a dense set of values of
r1
r2
.
The H-instability being an open condition, it follows that all tori Tnr1,...,rn are H-unstable.
3.3 Stability and instability of the products Hnr1,...,rn (proof of Theorem 3)
We refer to Section 1.1 for notation and introduce furthermore:
expǫ(τt) :=
{
cosh(t) + τ sinh(t) if ǫ = 1,
sinh(t) + τ cosh(t) if ǫ = −1.
Observe that expǫ(τt)′ = exp(−ǫ)(τt) = τexpǫ(τt) and that |expǫ(τt)|2 = ǫ. A parametrization of
H
n
r1,...,rn is:
f : Rn → Dn
(s1, ..., sn) 7→ (r1expǫ1(τs1/r1), ..., rnexpǫn(τsn/rn)).
The first derivatives of f are
fsj = τexpǫj(τsj/rj)ej,
where (e1, ..., en) is the canonical para-Hermitian basis of D
n. It is straightforward to check that f
is Lagrangian with respect to ω∗ and that the induced metric f
∗〈., .〉∗ takes the form −
∑n
j=1 ǫjds
2
j .
In particular it is non-degenerate and flat.
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Next, setting Nj := J∗fsj = expǫj(τsj/rj)ej , we easily calculate the mean curvature vector of f :
n ~H = −
n∑
j=1
ǫj
rj
Nj.
In particular, div(nJ∗ ~H) vanishes, i.e. f is H-minimal.
On the other hand, letting u be a compactly supported smooth map on Hr1,...,rn, we have ∇u =
−
∑n
j=1 ǫjusj∂sj , so J∗∇u = −
∑n
j=1 ǫjusjNj . It follows that
〈n ~H, J∗∇u〉∗ =
n∑
j=1
ǫjusj
rj
and
〈h(∇u,∇u), n ~H〉∗ =
n∑
j=1
u2sj 〈h(∂sj , ∂sj ), n
~H〉∗
= −
n∑
j=1
u2sj
ǫjhjjj
rj
= −
n∑
j=1
u2sj
r2j
.
Hence, by the Main Theorem,
δ2V(Hnr1,...,rn)(J∗∇u) =
∫
Rn

−

 n∑
j=1
ǫjusjsj


2
− 2
n∑
j=1
u2sj
r2j
+

 n∑
j=1
ǫj
usj
rj


2

 ds1...dsn
=
∫
Rn

−

 n∑
j=1
ǫjusjsj


2
−
n∑
j=1
u2sj
r2j
+ 2
∑
j<k
ǫjǫk
usjusk
rjrk

 ds1...dsn.
In the one-dimensional case, this expressions becomes
δ2L(H1±(r1))(J∗∇u) =
∫
R
(
−(u′′)2 −
(
u′
r1
)2)
ds1 ≤ 0,
while in the two-dimensional case, we have
δ2A(H2r1,r2)(J∗∇u) =
∫
R2
(
− (ǫ1us1s1 + ǫ2us2s2)
2 −
(
ǫ1
us1
r1
− ǫ2
us2
r2
)2)
ds1ds2 ≤ 0.
Hence in dimension 1 and 2, the products Hnr1,...,rn are H-stable. We now prove that it is not
anymore the case if n ≥ 3. This follows from three elementary lemmas. For sake of brevity we set
s = (s1, ..., sn) and ds = ds1...dsn.
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Lemma 6 Set
Q(∇u,∇u) :=
n∑
j=1
u2sj
r2j
− 2
∑
j<k
ǫjǫk
usjusk
rjrk
.
If the quadratic functional
Q(u) :=
∫
Rn
Q(∇u,∇u)ds
is indefinite, then the second variation
δ2V(Hnr1,...,rn)(J∗∇u) = −
∫
Rn
(∆u)
2
ds−
∫
Rn
Q(∇u,∇u)ds
is indefinite as well.
Proof. Given u ∈ C∞c (R
n), set ut(s) := tn/2−1u(ts). A quick calculation, using that utsi = t
n/2usi
and utsisi = t
n/2+1usisi , shows that
δ2V(Hnr1,...,rn)(J∗∇u
t) = −t2
∫
Rn
(∆u)2 ds+
∫
Rn
Q(∇u,∇u)ds.
Letting t tends to 0 makes this expression to have the same sign than Q(u), so the indefiniteness
of Q implies that of δ2V(Hnr1,...,rn).
Lemma 7 There exists a linear change of variable σ(s) and an integer k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n−1, such that
Q(u) := c
∫
Rn
(
k∑
i=1
u2σi −
n∑
i=k+1
u2σi
)
dσ,
where c is a non vanishing constant.
Proof. Observe that
Q(∇u,∇u) = [∇u].M.[∇u]T,
where the matrix M is defined by
M := diag(1/r21, ..., 1/r
2
n)−
[
ǫiǫj
rirj
]
1≤i,j≤n
.
On the one hand, we have
(1, 0, ..., 0).M.(1, 0, ..., 0)T =
1
r2i
> 0
and on the other hand, −(n− 2) is an eigenvalue of M , with eigenvector V = ( ǫ1r1 , ...,
ǫn
rn
), so
V.M.V T = −(n− 2)|V |20 < 0.
Therefore the matrix M is indefinite. The conclusion follows from Sylvester’s law of inertia.
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Lemma 8 The quadratic functional
Q(u) :=
∫
Rn
(
k∑
i=1
u2σi −
n∑
i=k+1
u2σi
)
dσ
is indefinite on the space of compactly supported, smooth functions C∞c (R
n).
Proof. Given a non vanishing u ∈ C∞c (R
n), set ut(σ1, ..., σn) := u(tσ1, ..., tσk, σk+1, ..., σn). A
quick calculation shows that
Q(ut) := t−k
(
t2
∫
Rn
( k∑
i=1
u2σi
)
dσ −
∫
Rn
( n∑
i=k+1
u2σi
)
dσ
)
.
Since both integrals are non zero, letting t tend to∞ and 0 give respectively a positive and negative
value to Q.
3.4 Minimal Lagrangian surfaces in the space of oriented geodesics of
3-dimensional space forms
We briefly recall the construction of the canonical pseudo- or para-Ka¨hler structures of the space
of geodesics of the 3-dimensional space forms. For further detail, see [An4]. Consider first the flat
pseudo-Riemannian metric 〈·, ·〉p of R
4 of signature (p, 4− p):
〈·, ·〉p := −
p∑
i=1
dx2i +
4∑
i=p+1
dx2i ,
and the 3-dimensional quadric
S3p = {x ∈ R
4
∣∣〈x, x〉p = 1}.
The space L+(S3p) (resp. L
−(S3p)) of positive (resp. negative) oriented geodesics of the space form
S
3
p can be identified with the Grassmannian Gr
+(4, 2) (resp. Gr+(4, 2)) of oriented two-planes of
R
4 with positive induced metric (resp. indefinite induced metric). Such Grassmannians, which are
4-dimensional, may be naturally embedded in the space of bi-vectors, a 6-dimensional real linear
space:
ι : L±(S3p)→ Λ
2(R4) = Span{ei ∧ ej : 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 4},
where (e1, e2, e3, e4) denotes the canonical basis of R
4. We endow Λ2(R4) with the flat pseudo-
Riemannian metric
〈〈x ∧ y, x′ ∧ y′〉〉 = 〈x, x′〉p〈y, y
′〉p − 〈x, y
′〉p〈y, x
′〉p.
A tangent vector to ι(L±(S3p)) at x ∧ y takes the form x ∧X + y ∧ Y , where X,Y belong to the
orthogonal (x ∧ y)⊥ of x ∧ y. Any of the two 2-dimensional, oriented planes x ∧ y and (x ∧ y)⊥
is endowed with a natural complex or para-complex structure that we shall denote by J and J′
respectively. For example J is defined by Jx := y and Jy := −ǫx, where ǫ := 〈y, y〉p.
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We are now in position to define the two structures (J,G) and (J′,G′). We first set G to be the
induced metric on L±(S3p), i.e., G := ι
∗〈〈., .〉〉. Next we set J and J′ to be respectively:
J(x ∧X + y ∧ Y ) := Jx ∧X + Jy ∧ Y.
and
J′(x ∧X + y ∧ Y ) := x ∧ J′X + y ∧ J′Y.
Finally, the neutral metric G′ is defined by
G′ := ǫG(J., J′.) := −ǫG(., J ◦ J′.).
This implies that the two pseudo- or para-Ka¨hler structures (J,G) and (J′,G′) share the same
symplectic form ω = ǫG(J., .) = ǫ′G′(J′., .). Moreover the normal congruence of an oriented surface
S of S3p, i.e. the set of geodesics normal to S, is a Lagrangian surface, and if S is an equidistant
tube over a geodesic, its normal congruence is minimal with respect to both the metric G and G′
(see [An4]). In the remainder of the section we shall discuss the H-stability of such surfaces with
respect to G and G′.
Let γ be a non-null geodesic of S3p, with arclength parameter s and (n1, n2) a local, orthonormal
frame of its normal bundle (hence (γ, γ′, n1, n2) ∈ SO(p, n − p)) such that Dγ′ni = ni(s)′ = 0.
The topological type of the tube over γ depends on the type of the geodesic γ and on the causal
character of its normal space. In order to simplify the exposition, we set ǫ1 := 〈γ
′, γ′〉p and
ǫ4 := 〈n1, n1〉p〈n2, n2〉p (it will be clear in a moment that this apparently unnatural notation is
chosen to match that of [An4]). Then the tube over γ is topologically S1ǫ1 × S
1
ǫ4 , where
S
1
ǫ := {(cosǫ(σ), sinǫ(σ))|σ ∈ R},
i.e. a circle if ǫ = 1 and a hyperbola if ǫ = −1. Hence a local parametrization of the tube over γ
of radius θ is is
φ : S1ǫ1 × S
1
ǫ4 → S
3
p
(s, t) 7→ cosǫ(θ)γ + sinǫ(θ)
(
cosǫ4(t)n1 + sinǫ4(t)n2
)
.
Introducing
e1 := γ
′ e2 := −ǫ4sinǫ4(t)n1 + cosǫ4(t)n2,
we have
φs = cosǫ(θ)γ
′ = cosǫ(θ)e1
φt = sinǫ(θ)
(
− ǫ4sinǫ4(t)n1 + cosǫ4(t)n2
)
= sinǫ(θ)e2.
On the other hand, a unit normal vector is given by
N = −ǫsinǫ(θ)γ + cosǫ(θ)
(
cosǫ4(t)n1 + sinǫ4(t)n2
)
.
Observe that 〈N,N〉p = 〈n1, n1〉p = ǫ. Next we have
Ns = −ǫsinǫ(θ)γ
′ = −ǫsinǫ(θ)e1
Nt = cosǫ(θ)
(
− ǫ4sinǫ4(t)n1 + cosǫ4(t)n2
)
= cosǫ(θ)e2.
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The normal congruence of φ is parametrized by φ¯ := φ ∧N (see [An4]). Setting
E1 := φ ∧ e1 E2 := φ ∧ e2
E3 := N ∧ e1 E4 := N ∧ e2,
we have
φ¯s = φs ∧N + φ ∧Ns = −cosǫ(θ)E3 − ǫsinǫ(θ)E1
φ¯t = φt ∧N + φ ∧Nt = −sinǫ(θ)E4 + cosǫ(θ)E2.
Since the coefficients of the metrics G and G′ in the basis (E1, E2, E3, E4) are
G = diag(ǫ1, ǫ
′ǫ1, ǫǫ1, ǫǫ
′ǫ1) := (ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ3, ǫ4)
and
G′ =


0 0 0 ǫ2
0 0 −ǫ2 0
0 −ǫ2 0 0
ǫ2 0 0 0

 ,
the coefficient of induced metrics φ¯∗(G) and φ¯∗(G′) in the coordinates (s, t) are(
ǫ3 0
0 ǫ2
)
and
(
0 ǫ2
ǫ2 0
)
.
Moreover, the coefficients of the restriction of the Ricci tensor φ¯∗(RicG) and φ¯∗(RicG
′
) in the
coordinates (s, t) are
2
(
ǫ1 0
0 ǫ4
)
and − 2
(
ǫ1 0
0 ǫ4
)
.
We deduce that the Hamiltonian second variation of the area of S¯ with respect to G is
δ2AG(S¯)(J∇u) = ǫ
∫
S¯
(
(∆gu)
2 −RicG(∇u,∇u)
)
= ǫ
∫
S1ǫ1
×S1ǫ4
(
(ǫ3uss + ǫ2utt)
2 − 2(ǫ1u
2
s + ǫ4u
2
t )
)
dsdt,
while the Hamiltonian second variation of the area of S¯ with respect to G′ is
δ2AG′(S¯)(J
′∇u) = ǫ′
∫
S¯
(
(∆g′u)
2 −RicG
′
(∇u,∇u)
)
= ǫ′
∫
S1ǫ1
×S1ǫ4
(
4u2st + 2(ǫ1u
2
s + ǫ4u
2
t )
)
dsdt.
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3.4.1 The case of L(S3)
In this case we have (ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ3, ǫ4) = (1, 1, 1, 1), so
δ2AG(S¯)(J∇u) =
∫
S1×S1
(
(uss + utt)
2 − 2(u2s + u
2
t )
)
dsdt.
Since (L+(S3), J,G) is Ka¨hler-Einstein with scalar curvature 8 and that the first eigenvalue of the
Laplacian on S1 × S1 endowed with the flat metric is 1, we deduce that that S¯ is H-unstable with
respect to G. One could also make a direct proof, getting both a positive and a negative second
variation considering u1 = cos(s + t) and u2 = cos(2s), so the second variation is indefinite
4. On
the other hand,
δ2AG′(S¯)(J
′∇u) =
∫
S1×S1
(
4u2st + 2(u
2
s + u
2
t )
)
dsdt,
which is positive.
3.4.2 The case of an unbounded geodesic of L(dS3)
Here the metric is 〈., .〉1 := −dx21 + dx
2
2 + dx
2
3 + dx
2
4. Hence an unbounded geodesic is, modulo
congruence, γ(s) = (sinh s, cosh s, 0, 0), so γ′ = (cosh s, sinh s, 0, 0) and ǫ1 = −1. Hence we may
choose for the normal vectors n1 = (0, 0, 1, 0) and n2 = (0, 0, 0, 1), which implies ǫ = 1 and ǫ2 = 1.
Hence ǫ′ = −1 and ǫ4 = 1. Finally (ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ3, ǫ4) = (−1, 1,−1, 1), so we get
δ2AG(S¯)(J∇u) =
∫
R×S1
(
(−uss + utt)
2 + 2u2s − 2u
2
t
)
dsdt.
We claim that the latter is indefinite: on the one hand, we have δ2AG(S¯)(J∇a(s)) = 2π
∫
R
((a′′)2+
2(a′)2)ds > 0 and on the other hand δ2AG(S¯)(J∇(a(s) cos t)) = π
∫
R
((a′′)2 + 4(a′)2 − a2)ds which
may take negative values.
Analogously, we obtain
δ2AG′(S¯)(J
′∇u) = −
∫
R×S1
(
4u2st − 2u
2
s + u
2
t
)
dsdt,
which is indefinite as well, since, for example δ2AG′(S¯)(J′∇a(s)) = 4π
∫
R
(a′)2ds > 0 and
δ2AG′(S¯)(J′∇(a(s) cos t)) = −π
∫
R
(2(a′)2 + a2)ds < 0.
3.4.3 The case of a definite tube over a closed geodesic of L(dS3)
A closed geodesic is, modulo congruence, γ(s) = (0, 0, cos s, sin s), so γ′ = (0, 0,− sin s, cos s) and
ǫ1 = 1. In order to get a tube with definite metric, we choose n1 = (1, 0, 0, 0) and n2 = (0, 1, 0, 0),
which yields ǫ = −1 and ǫ2 = 1. Hence ǫ′ = 1 and ǫ4 = −1. Finally (ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ3, ǫ4) = (1, 1,−1,−1),
so we get
δ2AG(S¯)(J∇u) = −
∫
S1×R
(
(−uss + utt)
2 − 2u2s + 2u
2
t
)
dsdt,
4The H-instability of S¯ with respect to G was proved in [Pa].
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and
δ2AG′(S¯)(J
′∇u) =
∫
S1×R
(
4u2st + 2u
2
s − 2u
2
t
)
dsdt,
which are both indefinite, as in the previous subsection.
3.4.4 The case of an indefinite tube over a closed geodesic of L(dS3)
Again we have γ(s) = (0, 0, cos s, sin s), so γ′ = (0, 0,− sin s, cos s) and ǫ1 = 1. In order to get a
tube with indefinite metric, we choose n1 = (0, 1, 0, 0) and n2 = (1, 0, 0, 0), which yields ǫ = 1 and
ǫ2 = −1. Hence ǫ′ = −1 and ǫ4 = −1. It follows that
δ2AG(S¯)(J∇u) =
∫
S1×R
(
(uss − utt)
2 − 2u2s + 2u
2
t
)
dsdt,
and
δ2A′G′(S¯)(J
′∇u) = −
∫
S1×R
(
4u2st + 2u
2
s − 2u
2
t
)
dsdt.
As above, both quadratic forms are indefinite.
3.4.5 The case of a closed geodesic of L(AdS3)
In the same way as above, we obtain
δ2AG(S¯)(J∇u) = −
∫
S1×S1
(
(uss + utt)
2 − 2u2s − 2u
2
t
)
dsdt,
which is indefinite (exactly as in the spherical case), and
δ2AG′(S¯)(J
′∇u) = −
∫
S1×S1
(
4u2st + 2(u
2
s + u
2
t )
)
dsdt,
which is negative.
3.4.6 The case of an indefinite tube over an unbounded closed geodesic of L(AdS3)
Proceeding as in the previous sections, we obtain
δ2AG(S¯)(J∇u) = −
∫
R2
(
(uss + utt)
2 + 2(u2s + u
2
t )
)
dsdt,
which is clearly negative, and
δ2AG′(S¯)(J
′∇u) = −
∫
R2
(
4u2st − 2(u
2
s + u
2
t )
)
dsdt,
which is indefinite, by an argument similar to that of Lemma 6 of Section 3.3: setting uλ(s, t) :=
u(λs, λt), we have
δ2AG′(S¯)(J
′∇uλ) = −4λ2
∫
R2
u2stdsdt+ 2
∫
R2
(u2s + u
2
t )dsdt.
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3.4.7 The case of a definite tube over an unbounded closed geodesic of L(AdS3)
Here we have
δ2AG(S¯)(J∇u) =
∫
R2
(
(uss + utt)
2 + 2(u2s + u
2
t )
)
dsdt,
which is positive,
δ2AG′(S¯)(J
′∇u) =
∫
R2
(
4u2st − 2(u
2
s + u
2
t )
)
dsdt,
which is indefinite as it has been seen in the previous subsection.
3.4.8 The case of L(H3)
We have
δ2AG(S¯)(J∇u) = −
∫
R×S1
(
(uss − utt)
2 + 2u2s − 2u
2
t
)
dsdt,
which is indefinite (see Section 3.4.2.) and
δ2AG′(S¯)(J
′∇u) =
∫
R×S1
(
4u2st − 2u
2
s + 2u
2
t )
)
dsdt,
which is indefinite as well.
Space form Type of γ Induced metric on S (ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ3, ǫ4) Topology of S G-H-stability G′-H-stability
S
3
0 = S
3 closed definite (1, 1, 1, 1) torus unstable stable
S31 = dS
3 closed definite (1, 1,−1,−1) cylinder unstable unstable
closed indefinite (1,−1, 1,−1) cylinder unstable unstable
unbounded indefinite (−1, 1,−1, 1) cylinder unstable unstable
S
3
2 = AdS
3 closed indefinite (1,−1,−1, 1) torus unstable stable
unbounded indefinite (−1, 1, 1,−1) plane stable unstable
unbounded definite (−1,−1,−1,−1) plane stable unstable
S
3
3 = H
3 unbounded definite (−1,−1, 1, 1) cylinder unstable unstable
3.5 Rank 1 Lagrangian surfaces in the tangent bundle of a Riemann
surface
Let (N , g0) be an oriented Riemannian surface with metric g0 and denote by j the complex structure
induced from its orientation (i.e. the rotation of angle π/2). It has been proved in [GK] (cf also
[AGR],[An2]) that the tangent bundle of N enjoys a natural pseudo-Ka¨hler structure (J,G), which
may be described as follows: the Levi-Civita connection of g induces a splitting of TTN into
TTN = HN ⊕ VN ≃ TN ⊕ TN
X ≃ (Xh, Xv),
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According to this decomposition, we set
J(Xh, Xv) := (jXh, jXv)
G
(
(Xh, Xv), (Y h, Y v)
)
:= g0(X
v, jY h)− g0(X
h, jY v).
It has been proved in [GK] (see also [AR]) that (TN , J,G) is a pseudo-Ka¨hler manifold and that G
have neutral signature. The next proposition describes a class of H-minimal Lagrangian surfaces
of (TN , J,G):
Proposition 3 ([AGR]) Let γ : I → N be a regular curve parametrized by arclength and a real
map a ∈ C1(I). Then the surface L image of the immersion
f : I × R → TN
(s, t) 7→ (γ(s), a(s)γ′(s) + tjγ′(s)),
is a H-minimal, flat, Lagrangian surface. Moreover, it is minimal if and only if γ is a geodesic.
These surfaces are characterized by the fact that the restriction to L of the canonical projection
π : TN → N has rank one.
In order to study the H-stability of such surfaces (Theorem 5), we shall need the following descrip-
tion of the Ricci curvature of the metric G:
Proposition 4 ([AR]) Let X and Y and two vector fields on TN and K the Gaussian curvature
of (N , g0). Then the Ricci curvature of (TN ,G) is given by
RicG(X,Y ) = 2Ricg0(Xh, Y h) = 2Kg0(X
h, Y h).
Proof of the Theorem 5: An easy calculation (cf [AGR]) shows that the coefficients of the induced
metric f∗G in the coordinates (s, t) are (
−2aκ −1
−1 0
)
.
If follows that the gradient of the induced metric takes the following form
∇u = −ut∂s + (−us + 2aκut)∂t.
On the other hand, the coefficients of the second fundamental form h are
h112 = κ h122 = 0 and h222 = 0,
so in particular the mean curvature vector is 2 ~H = κJ∂t. Hence
G(2 ~H, J∇u) = −G(J2 ~H,∇u) = −G(−κ∂t,−ut∂s + (−us + 2aκut)∂t) = −G(κ∂t, ut∂s) = κut.
Next we have
h(∇u,∇u) = u2th(∂s, ∂s)− 2ut(2aκut − us)h(∂t, ∂s) + (2aκut − us)
2h(∂t, ∂t),
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so
G(h(∇u,∇u), 2 ~H) = κG(h(∇u,∇u), J∂t)
= κ
(
u2th112 − 2ut(−us + 2aκut)h112 + (−us + 2aκut)
2h222
)
= κ2u2t .
By Proposition 4 we have
RicG(∂s, ∂s) = 2K Ric
G(∂s, ∂t) = Ric
G(∂t, ∂t) = 0,
so
RicG(∇u,∇u) = 2Ku2t .
By the Main Theorem, we obtain
δ2A(L)(J∇u) =
∫
I×R
(
4u2st − (κ
2 + 2K)u2t
)
dsdt.
In particular, if κ2 ≤ −2K along the curve γ, the Hamiltonian second variation is obviously
positive.
We now claim that if γ is unbounded and κ2 > −2K, then L is H-unstable. To see this, set
uλ(s, t) := λ3/2u(λs, t), so that
δ2A(L)(J∇uλ) = λ2
∫
R2
4u2stdsdt−
∫
R2
(
κ2(λ−1s) + 2K(λ−1s)
)
u2tdsdt,
so letting λ tend to 0 and ∞ respectively yields positive and negative variations.
Finally, we assume that γ is a closed curve of length L. Then, using Wirtinger’s inequality for
L-periodic functions, we have
δ2A(L)(J∇u) =
∫
R/LZ×R
(
4u2st − (κ
2 + 2K)u2t
)
dsdt
≥
4π2
L2
∫
R/LZ×R
4u2tdsdt− ( sup
R/LZ
(κ2 + 2K))
∫
R/LZ×R
u2tdsdt
≥
(
16π2
L2
− sup
R/LZ
(κ2 + 2K)
)∫
R/LZ×R
u2tdsdt.
Hence, if supγ(κ
2 + 2K) ≤ 16π
2
L2 , then L is H-stable.
Appendix
The purpose of this Appendix is the proof of the following:
Pseudo Riemannian Bochner’s formula Let (L, g) be a pseudo-Riemannian manifold with
Ricci tensor RicL and u a smooth, compactly supported function on L. Then
1
2
∆(g(∇u,∇u)) = RicL(∇u,∇u) + g(∇u,∇(∆u)) + g(∇2u,∇2u).
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Proof.
Let (e1, ..., en) be a local orthonormal frame which is normal at some point x, i.e. ∇eiej(x) vanishes.
This implies that ∇∇uei =
∑
ǫiei(u)∇eiej(x) vanishes as well. We set as usual ǫi := g(ei, ei). Then
we have
1
2
∆g(∇u,∇u) =
1
2
n∑
i=1
ǫiei(ei(g(∇u,∇u)))
=
n∑
i=1
ǫiei(g(∇ei∇u,∇u))
=
n∑
i=1
ǫiei(∇
2u(ei,∇u))
=
n∑
i=1
ǫiei(g(∇∇u∇u, ei)))
=
n∑
i=1
ǫig(∇ei∇∇u∇u, ei))
=
n∑
i=1
ǫi
(
g(R(∇u, ei)∇u, ei)) + g(∇∇u∇ei∇u, ei)− g(∇[∇u,ei]∇u, ei)
)
= RicL(∇u,∇u) +
n∑
i=1
ǫi
(
g(∇∇u∇ei∇u, ei)− g(∇[∇u,ei]∇u, ei)
)
.
We now deal with the first term of the sum on the right hand side of the last expression:
n∑
i=1
ǫig(∇∇u∇ei∇u, ei) =
n∑
i=1
ǫi
(
(∇u)g(∇ei∇u, ei)− g(∇ei∇u,∇∇uei)
)
=
(
n∑
i=1
ǫi((∇u)g(∇ei∇u, ei)
)
− 0
= ∇u
(
n∑
i=1
ǫig(∇ei∇u, ei)
)
= ∇u(div∇u)
= ∇u(∆u)
= g(∇u,∇(∆u)).
Finally, we have, recalling that ∇∇uei(x) vanishes,
n∑
i=1
ǫig(∇[∇u,ei]∇u, ei) =
n∑
i=1
ǫi∇
2u([∇u, ei], ei)
=
n∑
i=1
ǫi∇
2u(∇∇uei −∇ei∇u, ei)
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= −
n∑
i=1
ǫi∇
2u(∇ei∇u, ei)
= −g(∇2u,∇2u).
Finally, we get
1
2
∆(g(∇u,∇u)) = RicL(∇u,∇u) + g(∇u,∇(∆u)) + g(∇2u,∇2u),
the required formula.
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